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corresponding to a midplane velocity of
50 kms
 1
. Thus, the total gravitational energy of the su-
pernova is much too high for it to be a member of the cold
population (and somewhat high even for the hot popula-
tion).
We note that the age of the star cluster containing the
supernova is about 12 Myr which is consitent with esti-
mates of the age of the precursor to the supernova. If the
star cluster was formed at the LMC plane 12 Myr ago, with
a velocity perpendicular to the plane of 50 kms
 1
, and





, it would today be  400 pc above the
plane moving at 14 kms
 1
, consitent with its measured
distance of 425 pc above the plane and relative velocity of
15 kms.
3. DISCUSSION
The match between these numbers is compelling, and we
suggest that the entire KMK 80 star cluster was formed
12 Myr ago at the LMC plane, but with an extraordinar-
ily high velocity of 50 kms
 1
perpendicular to the plane.
The agreement between age and ight time is typical of
most runaway O and B stars in the halo of the Milky Way
(Keenan, Brown & Lennon 1986).
We do not know what mechanism could create a star
cluster moving at such high velocities. As far as we know,
there is no counterpart in the MilkyWay. However, we can
speculate on two possible mechanisms. First, the cluster
might have formed as part of a galactic fountain pushed
out of the LMC by supernovae or stellar winds. Such a
mechanismwas put forward by Xu & Crotts who suggested
that SN1987A was formed on a shell of gas pushed out of
the LMC by LH 90. These authors noted that SN1987A is
on the outskirts of the extremely violent 30 Dor. region.
Second, a dense cloud of gas could have smashed
through the LMC disk, triggering star formation in the
process with the resulting stars carrying some of the ini-
tial momentum of the cloud. This cloud could have been
fountain material raining back down onto the LMC disk,
or it could have been a high velocity cloud orbiting either
the LMC or the Milky Way.
There are a few systems in the Milky Way that might
have been formed in processes similar to the KMK 80 clus-
ter. In addition to runaway O stars, the Milky Way Halo
also contains young, high velocity, high metallicity A stars
(Perry 1969; Rodgers 1971). These stars are all roughly
the same age, < 650Myr (Lance 1988), which suggests
that they were created from the collsion of a Magellanic
Cloud sized galaxy with the Milky Way disk (Rodgers,
Harding, & Sadler 1981; Lance 1988). A similar recent
collision in the LMC might generate high velocity star for-
mation without breaking up KMK 80.
Gould's belt (Gould 1874; Poppel 1997) contains sev-
eral OB associations in a roughly planar region oriented
18
Æ
from the plane of the Milky Way. Comeron & Torra
(1994) suggested that Gould's belt arose from the glancing
collision of a high velocity cloud with the Milky Way disk.
Perhaps KMK 80 is part of a similar structure oriented
more nearly perpendicular to the LMC plane.
Logically, there are only two alternatives to our inter-
pretation that KMK 80 formed at high vertical velocity.
First, KMK 80 may actually lie in the LMC plane while
the progenitor of SN1987A is simply seen projected against
this cluster, having been earlier ejected from a binary.
This appears to us to be a priori unlikely and can in any
event be tested by spectroscopic observations of KMK 80
members. In addition to conrming SN1987A as a radial-
velocity member of this cluster, such measurements would
yield the metallicity of the cluster and so of the SN1987A
progenitor.
Second, SN1987A could actually lie in the LMC plane
while N157C lies 490 pc closer to us. Then, either LH 90
would still be at the center of N157C, or it would lie in the
LMC plane and be seen by chance projected against the
center of this cloud. In the rst case, one would still have
the same problem of an OB association lying far from the
LMC plane. As for the second case, the probability of a
chance projection of two such naturally associated struc-
tures seems incredibly low. In either case, KMK 80 would
have to have been born with a vertical energy at least equal




, which is still
quite high. Moveover, the N157C cloud would have to have
exactly the same radial velocity as the LMC plane despite
the fact that it lies  400 pc from it. Hence, the various
alternatives to our interpretation, while not actually ruled
out, require extraordianry combinations of coincidences.
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